CCCC Editor
Rik Dessers
Heidepark 27
9280 Lebbeke
Belgium
Phone: 0032 52 411215
Email: rik@freims.com

Jan Malysa, Ul. Tarnowska 23 a, 33-300 Nowy Sacz, Poland. Tel: 048-18-4412958
Exchange mint stamps, FDC’s, Maximum-cards, unperforated stamps, ministerium blocs, occasional cards. stamps of theme: Pope Jean-Paul II, Kopernicus, Chopin, Marie Curie, dogs.
Also exchange from other philatelistic material from Poland and other European countries.
CCCC-91086
A.S. Banga, J.J. Philatelic Centre, M-1 Dewan House, Ajay Enclave, New Delhi - 110018
India. E-mail: jjanmolgk9@gmail.com
Want to exchange thematic mint stamps, S/Sh, thematic cancelled covers /F.D.C’s, postal stationary etc... with philatelists world wide. Can give in exchange from India, Nepal, China, Brasil etc... Reply assured. Write in Englidh.
Renata H. Thompson, 241 Beachers Brook Lane, Cary, NC 27511-5506 USA
E-mail: bandart2@nc.rr.com
I would like to exchange FDCs, since 1990, unaddressed in many topics, for FDCs from your
country or mint stamps by want list. Also, many worldwide postcards, some older, to be exchanged for stamps or FDCs, stationery from your country. Please get in touch with me via
mail or e-mail.
Phil Schreiber, 123 So. Adelaide-3B, Highland Park NJ 08904 USA.
E-mail: lst9911943@optimum.net

Cover Connection
http://www.covercollectors.org
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It’s 2014. What will you collect this year?
One of the fun aspects of collecting covers and stamps is anticipating new additions. Most collectors have special items they desire to
receive. You can help them and they can help you.
What do you want to receive from CCCC in 2014? Can you help
fellow members both by telling them your desires ad helping them
by sending what they desire?
CCCC is unique in that we as members can help one another collect
exactly what we want. Only you can insure that other members’
collections grow—and only they can build your collection.
We are among the most international of hobby clubs. With members
on six continents ( we lack only a member in Antarctica) we are a
band separated by distance and culture but united in our love of
stamps and covers. Enjoy being members of a worldwide fellowship.
So make big plans for 2014.
Dream of receiving that one special
cover you have always hoped for.
Most of all, enjoy collecting.
Richard Speer, MD-9

I wish to exchange naval, seapost & Polar covers & postcards

Adlet prices and rules:
Euro 50 cents equivalent in recent mint stamps from your country per line.
Please do not send cash.
All adlets must be sent directly to the address of the editor of the CCCC newsletter.
If you wish to receive a printed copy of your ad after it is published, please add Euro1.03 for
Europe, Euro 1.20 for the rest of the world in recent mint stamps from your country to the total.
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